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ERZYA NON-FINITE FORMS:  CLASSIFICATION BY FUNCTION
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The non-finites of the Erzya langauge include a productive but partial deverbal noun paradigm in
“m”, an adverbial expressing manner/simultaneous action in “zj”, and an active participle of various
lengths in “i/ï”,  “ij/ïj” and “icja/ïcja”. In addition to these there are also a few less productive
derivations which might be limited to notions of transitivity “nj”, “zj”, telicness “viks”, “vt/vtj”, or
even inchoativity/resulting state “do”.  This,  in  light  of  the  fact  that  adverbials  in  the  Erzya
language can in many cases operate with and without the predicate function, would cause us to
expect that non-finite elements might also operate with and without the predicate function.
  Some non-finites have been aligned with the finite verb according to a correspondence
between the THEME A/S/P of a finite verbi (1-2), and the A/S versus P/INSTR of the complement
verbj (3-4), compare [Saukkonen, Pauli 1964: 88-115].

(1) Sa a     sova+sj                                     jarsa+mo
   Sasha   to.come.in+INDIC.PRETI.SG3   to.eat+mo.INF
  ‘Sasha came in to eat’

(2) Sa anj                  sovavt+ïzj                                             jarsa+mo
   Sasha.IND.GEN to.come.in.CAUS+INDIC.PRETI.PL3-3   to.eat+mo.INF
  ‘They invited Sasha to eat.’

(3) Sa a     ezj                                            po go                             ravto+ms
   Sasha NEG.VERB.INDIC.PRETI.SG3   to.be.force.into.CONNEG   to.beat+ms.INF
  ‘Sasha did not get hit’

(4) Sovavt+sjtj                                          k i jarsa+ms
to.come.in.CAUS+INDIC.PRETI.PL3    to.eat+ms.INF

  ‘They brought in bread to eat.’

  In another approach possessive construction has been adopted as a means of distinguishing
GERUNDS and INFINITIVES from among the deverbal nouns in “m” whereas the term INFINITIVE
has been reserved for those non-finites with which a POSSPX indicates a P, and GERUND for those
with  which  a POSSPX indicates S/A [Bartens, Raija 1979: 45].  This approach, however, is
problematic in that it is simply a correlation with the notion of TRANSITIVITY in most instances. In
the case of transitive verbs, the presence of a genitive attribute in combination with deverbals in
“m” indicates the P of the non-finite and a POSSPX then indicates A.
  The A role of non-finites taking complement functions seems to be indicated systematically
by DAT marking. An exception to this, however, is the “zj” gerund, which allows for predicate
conjugation and an aligned NOM NP to indicate the S role of intransitive verbs and P role of
transitive ones. The conjugation of the “ma” and “ms” non-finites, on the contrary, allows for
expression of tense PRES vs. PRETI with a non-personal 3rd person for intransitive verbs, whereas
transitive verbs support a conjugation indicating the P role. DAT marking indicates S/A roles and
GEN forms of nouns and pronouns indicate the P role, whereas NOM form P roles  are  limited to
nouns. The difference in NOM versus GEN marking appears to be deictic.
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There is an inconsistancy in A/S and P role markers.  Although the DAT can be demonstrated as the
marker for the A/S role  of  most  non-finites  in  “m”,  it  is  not  an  operator  for  the  active
“i/ï/ij/ïj/icja/ïcja” or passive “zj” participles, which can both, through grammaticalization, become
nouns. POSSPX associated with the active participle would indicate the A role, whereas it would
indicate P with the passive one.  The predicate conjugation of the P role in non-finites, on the other
hand, does not necessarily correspond to NOM form P elements.
  Finally, a reassessment of non-finite verbal forms dealing mainly with their correlation to
other POS will allow us to make a comprehensive description of the network interbound by
predicate function and non-finite verbal combinations.

Abbreviations: A = agent, DAT = dative, ILL = illative, INF = infinitive, INSTR = instrument, LV =
linking vowel, NOM = nominative, NP = noun phrases, P = patient, POS = part of speech, POSSPX =
possessive suffix, PRETI = preterit I, S = subject, TH = theme, TRANSL = translative.
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